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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that the height characteristic of a block triangular matrix A with square 
diagonal blocks majorizes the dual of the sequence of differences of maximal cardinali- 
ties of singular k-paths in a certain graph, which is determined by the height character- 
istics of the diagonal blocks and the reduced graph of A. It is also shown that an 
equality holds in the generic case. This result implies previously known results for the 
block triangular case as well as for the triangular case. It also yields the Index Theorem 
for the general case, with an equality in the generic case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the structure of the Jordan blocks associated with 0 
as an eigenvalue of a block triangular complex valued matrix A. 
Friedland and Hershkowitz [3] proved a graph theoretic lower bound for 
the nullity of powers of A. They proved that the nullity of the power Af is 
greater than or equal to the sum of the nullities of powers of the diagonal 
blocks, such that the sum of the exponents along a path in the reduced graph 
of A does not exceed t. As a corollary they also obtained the Index Theorem 
for general matrices, independently proven by Hershkowitz, Rothblum, and 
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Schneider [6], asserting that the index of A does not exceed the maximal sum 
of indices of diagonal blocks along a path in the reduced graph of A. The 
theorem proven in [3] was applied in [S] in order to obtain a majorization 
relation between the height characteristic and the level characteristic of a 
matrix. 
The special case of a nilpotent triangular matrix A had already been 
handled by Richman [ll], Gansner [4], and Saks [El. Using graph theoretical 
tools, Gansner and Saks proved that the nullity of the power Af is greater than 
or equal to the tth partial sum of the dual of the sequence of differences of 
maximal cardinalities of k-paths in the graph of A. They also showed that an 
equality holds in the generic case. 
The general triangular case is somewhat harder. Partial results were given 
by Brualdi in [l] and [2]. This case, including its generic version, was 
completely solved by Hershkowitz and Schneider [8]. Their paper generalized 
the results in [4], using singular k-paths instead of k-paths. 
The results in [4], [12], and [8] are stronger than the result in [3] in the 
sense that, although for many block triangular matrices one has an equality in 
the result in [3], and thus that result seemed to be optimal, its application to 
the triangular case yields bounds that are weaker than those provided in [4], 
[12], and [8]. 
This gap is bridged in this paper, which closes the circle and completes the 
solution of the block triangular case. Using the results in [8], we prove that the 
nullity of At is greater than or equal to the tth partial sum of the dual of the 
sequence of differences of maximal cardinalities of singular k-paths in a certain 
graph, which is determined by the height characteristics of the diagonal blocks 
and the reduced graph of A. We also show that an equality holds in the 
generic case. Our theorem implies both the results for the block triangular 
case in [3] and those for the triangular case in [4], [12], and [8]. It also yields 
that in the Index Theorem we have an equality in the generic case. 
Most of the definitions and notation are contained in Section 2, which 
mainly follows [8]. Section 2 contains also some graph theoretical preliminar- 
ies. In Section 3 we find a lower bound for the height characteristic of block 
triangular matrices. Among others, our claim implies the result in [3]. Our 
main results are given and proven in Section 4. We remark that, although we 
prove our assertions for the eigenvalue 0, our claims can be applied to any 
eigenvalue h of A, by considering the matrix A - hl instead of A. 
Finally, we remark that the problem of finding the relations between the 
structure of the Jordan canonical form and graph theoretic properties of a 
matrix for certain matrices, such as M-matrices, is of long standing. It was 
raised implicitly in the 1950s and was stated explicitly in [13]. This problem 
was recently solved in [7]. For more details, see [13], [7], and the references 
there. 
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2. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, AND PRELIMINARIES 
In our definitions and notation we mainly follow [8]. We start with 
definitions and notation that involve sequences. 
NOTATION 2.1. For a positive integer n we use the notation (tr) for the set 
{ 1,. . . , n}. We denote by 1 a 1 the cardinality of a set cx. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let Q! = (cxl, . . . , ut) be a nonincreasing sequence of 
positive integers. Consider the diagram formed by t columns of stars, such 
that the jth column (from the left) has oj stars. The sequence o* dual to CY is 
defined as the sequence of row lengths of the diagram (read upwards). The 
dual sequence is often called the conjugate sequence. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let cx and fi be sequences of nonnegative integers. We 
append zeros to the shorter sequence to equalize its cardinality to the longer 
one, and so let cx = (a,, . . . , at) and /3 = (PI,. . . , /3,). We say that /3 majorizes 
CX, and denote it by Q ( /3, if oi + * . . + ak < & + * * * +flk for every k E 
(t - l), and or + -* - +a, = @I + *** +pt. 
PROPOSITION 2.4 [9, p. 1741. Let cx and /3 be nonincreasing sequences of 
nonnegative integers. Then a! < fi implies /3* ( CY*. 
We continue with definitions and notation that involve graphs. All the 
graphs we use are simple directed graphs. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A vertex i in G is said to be singular if the loop (i, i) is 
not an arc in G. Otherwise, i is said to be nonsingular. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A graph is said to be triangular if it contains no simple 
cycle other than loops. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let G be a triangular graph. 
(i) A path in G is a sequence of distinct vertices (ii,. . . , it) such that 
(ik,ik+i) is an arc in G, k E (t - 1). Every sequence that consists of one vertex 
is a path. 
(ii) Two paths in G are said to be disjoint if they have no common vertex. 
(iii) A set 9 of d’ isjoint paths in G is called a puth covering for G if every 
vertex in G belongs to exactly one path in 9’. 
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DEFINITION 2.8. Let G be a triangular graph. 
(i) The length 1 P ( f o a path P in G is the number of vertices in that 
path. 
(ii) The singular length ) P 1 ’ of a path P in G is the number of singular 
vertices in that path. 
(iii) For a nonnegative integer k, the singular k th norm of a path P in G is 
definedtobe IPI~=min{IP(S,k}. 
(iv) For a nonnegative integer k, the singular k th norm of a set Y= 
{P,,...,P,}ofpathsinGisdefinedtobe IYI~=C~=l [PiI:. 
NOTATION 2.9. Let G be a triangular graph. 
(i) We denote by n,JG) th e minimal singular k th norm of a path covering 
for G. 
(ii) Let 4 be the maximal singular length of a path in G. Observe that for 
every path covering 9 for G, ( 9’ I : is equal to the number m of singular 
vertices in G, and hence n,(G) = m. Also, n,_,(G) < m. Accordingly, we 
denote +(G) = nk(G) - n,_l(G), k E (q), where we define no(G) = 0. 
Finally, we denote by V(G) the sequence (v,(G), . . . , Y,,(G)). 
DEFINITION 2.10. Let G be a triangular graph. A singular k-path in G 
is a set of singular vertices in G that can be covered by k or fewer disjoint 
paths in G. 
NOTATION 2.11. Let G be a triangular graph. 
(i) We denote by pk(G) the maximal cardinality of a singular k-path in 6. 
(ii) Let t be the minimal number of disjoint paths in G needed to cover all 
singular vertices. Observe that pt(G) = m, while p,_,(G) < m. Accordingly, 
we denote 7rk(G) = p,(G) - p&I(G), kE(t), where we define p,(G) = 0. 
Finally, we denote by r(G) the sequence (r,(G), . . . , r,(G)). 
CONVENTION 2.12. We shall use nk, vi, Y, pk, ri, and r for nk(G), vi(G), 
v(G), pk(G), r,(G), and r(G) where no confusion should arise. 
DEFINITION 2.13. We say that a graph 6, is a subgraph of a graph G,, 
and we denote it by G, c G,, if they have the same vertex set, and every arc 
in 6, is an arc in 6,. 
LEMMA 2.14. Let G, be a subgraph of a triangular graph 6,. Then 
~(6,) 3 ?r(G,) and r*(G2) 5 r*(GI). 
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Proof. Since G, is a subgraph of G,, it follows that every path in G, is a 
path in Gz. Therefore, we have ?r(G,) 5 *(G,). Since, by Theorem (5.8) in 
PIT *(Cd and r(G) are nonincreasing sequences, it follows by Proposition 
2.4 that 7r*(Gz) < 7r*(G1). n 
The following theorem is a part of Theorem (5.6) in [8]. It is also a special 
case of Theorem (5.8) in [8]. 
THEOREM 2.15. Let G be a triangular graph. Then T*(G) = v(G) 
We conclude this section with some definitions and notation that involve 
matrices. Our matrices are assumed to be over an arbitrary field F. 
NOTATION 2.16. For a square matrix A we denote by n(A) the nullity 
of A (the dimension of the nullspace of A). We denote by m(A) the 
algebraic multiplicity of 0 as an eigenvalue of A. 
DEFINITION 2.17. Let 9 be the indelc of a square matrix A, that is, the 
size of the largest Jordan block (in the algebraic closure of F) associated with 
0 as an eigenvalue of A. For ie (9) let qi( A) = n( A’) - n( A’-‘), where 
n( A’) = 0. The sequence (ql( A), . . . , q,(A)) is called the height characteristic 
of A, and is denoted by v( A). 
DEFINITION 2.18. The graph G(A) f o an n x n matrix A is defined to be 
the graph with vertex set (n) and such that there is an arc from i to j if 
aij # 0. 
DEFINITION 2.19. Let A = ( Aij)f be a block matrix. The reduced graph 
R(A) of A is defined to be the graph with vertex set ( p) and such that there is 
an arc from i to j if Aij # 0. 
REMARK 2.20. Given a matrix A, clearly, the reduced graph R(A) 
depends on the block partitioning of A. However, we shall use R(A) with no 
further details where no confusion should arise. 
3. LOWER BOUND FOR THE HEIGHT CHARACTERISTIC 
The matrices we discuss here, as well as in the next section, are matrices 
over an arbitrary field F. Jordan blocks and Jordan canonical forms are always 
assumed to be over the algebraic closure 3 of F. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let A be a square matrix. 
(i) We define the Jordan graph /(A) of A as the graph of the Jordan 
canonical form of A. 
(ii) Let nr, . . . , n, be the sizes of the Jordan blocks associated with 0 as an 
eigenvalue of A. We define the singular Jordan graph SJ( A) of A as the graph 
consisting of t disjoint paths of singular vertices of lengths nl, . . . , n, and of 
rank(A) nonsingular singletons. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let A be a block triangular matrix with square diagonal 
blocks A,,, . . . , A,,. 
(i) We define the graph GJ( A) as follows: We take p disjoint graphs 
&A,,), . . . T J(A,,), and we add arcs from every vertex of J( Aii) to every 
vertex of J( Ajj) whenever Aij f 0, i # j. 
(ii) We define the graph GSJ( A) as follows: We take p disjoint graphs 
SJ( A,,)> . . . > SJ( A,,), and we add arcs from every vertex of SJ( Aii) to every 
vertex of SJ( Ajj) whenever Ai, # 0, i # j. 
Observe that the graph d t e ermined by diagonal blocks 
A ..> A,, and the reduced graph 
to construct the graph GSJ( A), 
Cl is needed 
which is by the height 
characteristics of the diagonal blocks A,,, A,, and the reduced 
R( A). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. For a block triangular matrix A with square diagonal 
blocks we have a(GSJ( A)) = r(GJ( A)). 
Proof Since, clearly, GSJ( A) is a subgraph of GJ( A), by Lemma 2.14 we 
have 
+SJ( A)) 5 +J( A))- (3.4) 
Now, let T be a singular k-path in GJ( A), and let 9’ be a set of at most k 
paths in GJ( A) that cover T. If a path P in 9 involves only arcs that are also 
in GSJ( A), then P is also a path in GSJ( A). Else, let P have also arcs that are 
not in GSJ( A). Observe that such an arc relates two adjacent vertices in a 
Jordan block that corresponds to a nonzero eigenvalue of some diagonal block 
A,. It follows that such arcs appear in continuous strings, bordered by vertices 
that belong to different diagonal blocks, that is, strings t,, . . . , t, where tI is a 
vertex in J( Aii), where t,, . . . , t,_ 1 are nonsingular vertices in /( Ajj), and 
where t, is a vertex in j( A,,), for some distinct i, j, and 1. It follows that (j, 1) 
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is an arc in R(A) and therefore (tz, t,) is an arc in GSJ( A). Consequently, we 
can eliminate the nonsingular vertices t,, . . . , t,_ L from P. By applying this 
procedure to every continuous string of arcs that are not in GSJ( A), we obtain 
a path in GSJ( A) w ose vertices are vertices in P, and which covers all h 
singular vertices covered by P. Hence, 9 yields a set of at most k paths in 
GSJ( A) that cover T, and therefore it follows that T is a singular k-path 
in GSJ( A), and so ?r(GJ( A)) 5 *(GSJ( A)). Using this together with (3.4) 
we obtain ?r(GSJ( A)) = *(GJ( A)). a 
The following result follows from a theorem recently proven in [8]. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A be a block triangular matrix with p square diagonal 
blocks. Then n(GJ( A)) 1 q(A). 
Proof. Let Ti be a nonsingular matrix such that Tie ‘AiiTi is in Jordan 
canonical form, i E (p), and let T be the direct sum ~~1~7’~. Observe that 
B = T-‘AT has the same reduced graph as A, and its diagonal blocks are in 
Jordan canonical form. Therefore, G(B) is a subgraph of GJ( A). Hence, by 
Lemma 2.14, we have B*(GJ( A)) 5 n*(G( B)). By Theorem (5.11) in [8] we 
have a*(G( B)) 5 T(B) = v(A), and thus n*(GJ( A)) ( r~( A). 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A be a block triangular matrix with square diagonal 
blocks. Then **(GSJ( A)) ( q(A). 
Theorem 3.6 generalizes a result, recently proven in [8], for triangular 
matrices. Also, as a corollary of Theorem 3.6, we can obtain the following 
theorem due to Friedland and Hershkowitz [3]. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let A be a block triangular matrix with p square diagonal 
blocks. Let k,, . . . , k, and t be nonnegative integers such that the maximal sum 
of the ki’s along a path in R(A) does not exceed t. Then 
Proof. We color certain vertices in GSJ( A) as follows: Let i E ( p). Recall 
that SJ( Aij) consists of disjoint paths. In each such a path P we color ) P 1 i 
singular vertices. Observe that in this way we color exactly n( A;;) singulai 
vertices in SJ( Aii). Following this procedure for every i E (p), we end up 
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coloring z = Cy=‘=, n( A:;) singular vertices in GSJ( A). Now, notice that the 
maximal number of colored vertices that belong to any path in GSJ( A) cannot 
exceed the maximal sum of the ki’s along a path in R(A). Therefore, it follows 
that for every path P in GSJ( A), ( P ) s ’ 1s greater than or equal to the number 
of colored singular vertices covered by P. Consequently, for every path 
covering 9 for GSJ( A) we have ) 9 ) s > z. In particular, we obtain 
Since, by Theorem 2.15, we have s*(GSJ( A)) = Y(GSJ( A)), it follows from 
Theorem 3.6 that n( A’) 2 n,(GSJ( A)), and our assertion follows from (3.8). n 
Theorem 3.6 indeed improves the result of Theorem 3.7, as demonstrated 
by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 3.9. Let A be a matrix such that R(A) is 
.where 0 is a simple eigenvalue of each of the blocks Aii, i E (5). By Theorem 
3.7 we have (2,2,1) 1 q(A). However, it is easy to check that if A,, is a I X 1 
block then by Theorem 3.10 we have (3,1,1) < q(A). 
In [3] the authors obtain the Index Theorem for general matrices as a 
corollary of Theorem 3.7. An independent proof is given in [6]. The index 
theorem introduces an upper bound for the index of a block triangular matrix 
in terms of the indices of the diagonal blocks. This theorem can be proved 
directly using Theorem 3.6 as follows. 
THEOREM 3.10 (The Index Theorem). Let A be a block triangular matrix 
with square diagonal blocks. Then the index of A does not exceed the maximal 
sum of the indices of Aij along a path in R(A). 
Proof. Let t be the maximal sum of the indices of Aii along a path in 
R(A). Since the index of Aii is the maximal singular length of a path in 
SJ( Aii), it follows that the singular length of any path P in GSJ( A) is ) P 1 s. 
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Consequently, for every path covering 9 for GSJ( A) we have 1 9’ 1 s = m(A). 
Therefore, we have n,(GSJ( A)) = m(A). Since, by Theorem 2.15, we have 
v(GSJ( A)) = **(GSJ( A)), it now follows by Theorem 3.6 that n( Af) > m(A), 
which yields that t > Index(A). n 
4. THE GENERIC CASE 
We recall some terminology used in algebraic geometry. Let f( x1, . . . , x,) 
be a polynomial in m variables on F. We denote by N(f) the set of vectors 
(al,..., a,) in F” such that f( a,, . . . , a,) = 0. We use the term ouriety in 
F m for a subset S of F m satisfying S = N(f) for some polynomial f on F in m 
variables. Observe that F” itself is a variety, as FM = N(0). A variety in F * is 
said to be a proper suboariety of F m if S = N(f) for some nonzero polynomial 
f on F. The statement “the generic point (member) in Fm has a certain 
property” means exactly that “the set of points in F”’ that do not have 
that property is contained in a proper subvariety of F”.” 
REMARK 4.1. It is well known that the complement of a proper subvariety 
in R” or in Cm is an open dense set (e.g. [lo, p. 511). The openness statement 
follows using continuity arguments. The density statement can be easily 
proven using induction on m. In fact, it is known that if F is a field with 
infinitely many elements then the complement of a proper subvariety in Fm 
contains “almost every” vector in F” (note that we avoid exact definitions and 
algebraic geometry arguments here, since we are only interested in the flavor 
of things). 
We continue with an easy lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A and B be n x n matrices over a field F, such that ull 
their elements off the main diagonal and the superdiagonal (or, alternatively, 
the subdiagonal) are zeros. Assume, further, that G(B) = G(A), and that 
bii = aii, i E (n). Then A and B are diagonally similar. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we prove the subdiagonal case. It is easy 
to verify that the diagonal matrix D = diag( d,, . . . , d,), defined inductively by 
d, = 1 and 
I 1, bi,i-1 = 0, 
dj = di-1 
bi,i-1 * 0, 
i=2,...,n, 
bi,i-1 ’ 
satisfies DBD- ’ = A. n 
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Let T be a set of m positions in an n x n B be n X n 
matrix such that its elements in the positions outside T are elements of a field 
F. We refer to a matrix A over F satisfying aij = bij, (i, j) # T, as a point 
in F”, identified by the values of elements of A in the positions T. 
The following proposition is elementary (e.g. [S]). 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let T be a set of m positions in an n x n matrix, and let 
B be an n x n matrix such that its elements in the positions outside T 
are elements of a field F, and such that the elements of B in the positions 
T are algebraically independent indeterminates. Then: 
(i) For every matrix A over F satisfying ai.j = b,,, (i, j) $ T, and for every 
positive integer k, we have n( Bk) < n( Ak). 
(ii) The set of matrices A over F satisfying uij = bij, (i, j) 6 T, for which 
n(A) # n(B) forms a proper subvariety of F”‘. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let A be a block triangular matrix with p square diagonal 
blocks. Assume that the diagonal blocks of A are matrices over a field F, and 
that the elements in the nonzero off-diagonal blocks of A are algebraically 
independent indeterminates. Then n*(GSJ( A)) = q( A). 
Proof. By Theorem (3.6) we have 
(4.5) m*(GSJ( A)) 5 ‘I( A). 
Let 9’ be a path covering for GSJ( A) such that 1 9 ( z = nk(CSJ( A)). Let C 
be any n x n matrix over F with G(C) = ,9’ and such that the diagonal 
elements of Cii are the same as the diagonal elements of J( Aii), i E ( p). By 
Corollary (5.4) in [8] we have n(Ck) = nk(GSJ( A)). We now assign alge- 
braically independent indeterminates to the positions 
T= {(i,j)[ifjand(i,j)isanarcinJ(Akk)forsomekE(p)} 
in C, and we call the resulting matrix E. By Proposition 4.3(i) we have 
(4.6) n( Ek) < n( Ck) = nk(GSJ( A)). 
By Lemma 4.2, the diago_nal block Eii is diagonally similar to J( Aii), i E ( p). 
over a certain extension F of F. Therefore, there exists a nonsingular matrix 
Mi (over 6) such that M,r’E,, Mi = Aii, i E ( p). Let M be the direct sum 
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8 iP,lMi, and let L = M- ‘EM. Observe that GSJ( L) = _GSJ( E) is a subgraph 
of GSJ( A). By Proposition 4.3(i) (applied on the field F), we have n( Ak) < 
n(Lk) = n(Ek). In view of (4.6) we now obtain q(A) < Y(GSJ( A)). Since, by 
Theorem 2.15, we have v(GSJ( A)) = ?r*(GSJ( A)), it follows that v(A) 5 
**(GSJ( A)). With (4.5) we obtain ?r*(GSJ( A)) = q(A). H 
THEOREM 4.7. Let A be a block triangular matrix with p square diagonal 
blocks. Assume that the diagonal blocks of A are matrices over a field F, and 
that the elements in the nonzero off-diagonal blocks of A are algebraically 
independent indeterminates. Then the index of A is equal to the maximal sum of 
the indices of Aii along a path in R(A). 
Proof. Let t be the maximal sum of the indices of Aii along a path in 
R(A). By Theorem 4.4 we have t > index(A). Now let k be a nonnegative 
integer less than t. Clearly, we can find a path P in GSJ( A) such that 
1 P 1 ’ = t. Thus, we have 1 P 12 = k < t = I P I ‘, and it follows that there 
exists a path covering 9’ for GSJ( A) such that 1 9 1 i < m(A). Therefore, we 
have n,(GSJ( A)) < m(A), and by Theorem 4.4 it follows that n( Ak) = 
n,(GSJ( A)) < m(A). Th erefore, k < index(A), and hence t < index(A). The 
claim follows. n 
Let A be a block triangular matrix over a field F with p square diagonal 
blocks, let S be the set of the positions in the nonzero off-diagonal blocks of 
A, and let m be the cardinality of S. We refer to a matrix I3 over F satisfying 
Bii = Aij, iE(P), 
(4.8) 
R(B) c R(A) 
as a point in F , m identified by the values of elements of B in the positions 
in S. 
It now follows from Theorem 3.6, Proposition 4.3(ii), Theorem 4.4, and 
Theorem 4.7 that 
COROLLARY 4.9. Let A be a block triangular matrix over a field F with p 
square diagonal blocks, let S be the set of the positions in the nonzero off-diagonal 
blocks of A, and let m be the cardinality of S. Then for every matrix B over F 
satisfying (4.8) we have ?r*(GSJ( A) < q(B), and the index of B is less than or 
equal to the maximal sum of the indices of Aii along a path in R( A). Further- 
more, the set of matrices B over F satisfying (4.8) for which p(B) # r*(GSJ( A)) 
forms a proper subvariety of F “‘, and the set of matrices B over F satisfying 
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(4.8) for which the index of B is less than the maximal sum of the indices of Aii 
along a path in R(A) is contained in a proper subvariety of F"'. 
In particular, if F is a field with infinitely many elements (for example, if F 
is either R or C), then, in view of Remark 4.1, Corollary 4.9 asserts that almost 
all matrices satisfying (4.8) share the same height characteristic and index. 
This point is somewhat more emphasized in the following restatement of 
Corollary 4.9. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let A be a block triangular matrix over F with p square 
diagonal blocks. Then for every matrix B over F satisfying (4.8) we have 
**(GSJ( A)) ( q(B), and the index of B is less than or equal to the maximal sum 
of the indices of Aii along a path in R(A). Furthermore, the generic matrix B 
over 9 satisfying (4.8) satisfies n(B) = ?r*(GSJ( A)), and the index of B is equal 
to the maximal sum of the indices of Aii along a path in R(A). 
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